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Generalized Einstein relation for disordered semiconductors—implications
for device performance
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The ratio between mobility and diffusion parameters is derived for a Gaussian-like density of states.
This steady-state analysis is expected to be applicable to a wide range of organic materials
~polymers or small molecules! as it relies on the existence of quasiequilibrium only. Our analysis
shows that there is an inherent dependence of the transport in trap-free disordered organic materials
on the charge density. The implications for the contact phenomena and exciton generation rate in
light emitting diodes as well as channel width in field-effect transistors is discussed. ©2002
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1461419#
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It is well established that charge transport in disorde
semiconductors is not fully characterized by the conventio
current continuity equations.1 In the context of organic semi
conductors it is accepted that the mobility is exponentia
the square root of the electric field,2 however this modifica-
tion is also often found insufficient. The deviation of th
experimental results from the conventional current continu
equations’ description is typically explained either in t
context of transport under nonequilibrium conditions3,4 or
with the aid of detailed Monte Carlo simulations5 of hopping
transport. A common feature of these detailed studies in
they do not consider~or even preclude! effects associated
with the charge density. One of the quoted indications for
standard continuity equations being incomplete is the find
that the ratio between the diffusion coefficient of charge c
riers and the mobility is larger6,7 than the classical Einstei
relation of kT/q or the presence of ‘‘fast carriers.’’8 In this
work we suggest a basic explanation, which relies on t
commonly used, assumptions only.~a! The density of states
~DOS! can be described using a Gaussian.~b! The charge
carriers can be described as being at equilibrium conditi
~i.e., one can use Fermi–Dirac statistics!.

The relation between the diffusion coefficient (D) and
the mobility ~m! of the low density limit is given byD/m
5kT/q9 ~Einstein relation! wherek is the Boltzmann coef-
ficient, q is the charge of the particle, andT is the charac-
teristic temperature. A generalized relation between the
fusion coefficient and the mobility~i.e., generalized Einstein
relation! can be derived for a general charge-carrier ener
distribution function, and a general DOS function9
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m
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p

q
]p

]h

, ~1!

wherep is the particle concentration andh is the chemical
potential.

The general Einstein relation has so far been derived
high-density~degenerate! crystalline semiconductors9 or de-
generate semiconductors having a band tail,10 i.e., a distribu-
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tion of states in the forbidden gap. In this letter the gene
ized Einstein relation is calculated for a Gaussian density
states~NOT a tail!, as is often assumed in the case of orga
semiconductors and a few other amorphous semiconduc
The functional form of a Gaussian DOS is given by Eq.~2!

DOS~e!5
NV

A2p•a
expF2S e2e0

A2•a
D 2G , ~2!

wheree is the normalized energye5E/kT, e0 is the Gauss-
ian center,NV is the effective DOS, anda is defined as the
normalized Gaussian variance:a[s0 /kT ~s0 is the variance
of the energy Gaussian distribution!. If we Let f (e,j) be the
normalized Fermi–Dirac distribution function then th
charge concentration can be written as

p~j!5E
2`

`

DOS~e! f ~e,j!de. ~3!

Inserting Eqs.~2! and~3! into Eq.~1!, one can derive an
implicit relation between the diffusion coefficient and th
mobility ~generalized Einstein relation! for the case of a
Gaussian DOS
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`

expF2S e2e0

A2•a
D 2G• 1

11exp~e2j!
de

E
2`

`

expF2S e2e0

A2•a
D 2G• exp~e2j!

@11exp~e2j!#2 de

.

~4!

It can be shown that when the major part of the cha
energy distribution is far from the chemical potential~i.e.,
the Fermi–Dirac distribution can be approximated by a Bo
zmann distribution! the generalized Einstein relation ap
proaches the classical value (D/m5kT/q). This nondegen-
eracy condition is applicable when the Gaussian variance~a!
is small and the chemical potential is distant more than 5
from the Gaussian center~Fig. 1!. A more realistic Gaussian
variance to describe organic semiconductors is in the o
of 70–150 meV~a53–6 at room temperature!. In such a
case the charge concentration peak remains near the ch
cal potential even when it is 20 kT below the center of t
Gaussian,E0 . This implies that an amorphous organic sem
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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conductor is always degenerate down to very low cha
concentration and the classical Einstein relation is not
pected to hold under any realistic condition. Namely,
generalized Einstein relation has to be calculated in its
form.

Calculation of the Einstein relation versus the position
the normalized chemical potential~j! is given for different
DOS variances~a! in Fig. 2 ~notice that the inverse of th
Einstein relation@m/D# is shown!. As expected, for very low
chemical potential level~very low charge density! the gener-
alized Einstein relation tends towards its classical value o
(kT/q). In common devices, however, the chemical poten
is expected to be relatively high. In this case, as the D
width ~disorder! increases, the Einstein relation increases a
the diffusion coefficient becomes considerably larger th
kT/q* m. Also, when the chemical potential goes up~for a
given width,a!, meaning the charge concentration increas

FIG. 1. The charge concentration distribution in energy as calculated fo
normalized chemical potential~h! being at~E0220 kT!/kT. Top curve is
calculated for Gaussian variance ofa52 and bottom curve fora56. For the
low DOS variance~a52! the charge concentration peak is close to the cen
of the DOS and hence is far from the chemical potential~nondegenerate
case!. On the other hand, for the higher DOS variance~a56! the charge
peak is adjacent to the chemical potential~the semiconductor is degenerate!.

FIG. 2. The inverse of Einstein relation~i.e.,m/D! vs the chemical potentia
~h! for different DOS variances~a!. The solid lines were calculated for
Gaussian DOS. The dotted lines were calculated for a Gaussian DOS
cutoff at 219 kT @;0.5 eV at room temperature~RT!# and the dashed lines
for a cutoff at240 kT ~;1 eV at RT!. The cutoff effect is shown only for
DOS width ofa57,10.
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the Einstein relation increases as well. The dependence o
Einstein relation on the relative charge density (p/NV) can
be seen clearly in Fig. 3. Namely, materials that are loos
packed are more likely to exhibit a large Einstein relati
value.

Next, we examine the impact on device performan
and/or analysis. The most obvious device configuration e
ploying a high charge density is that of the field-effect tra
sistor ~FET! that operates at charge density
;1018– 1019 cm23 ~p/NV50.01–0.1!. Taking the effects
discussed here the channel width would be well beyond
monolayer deduced based on the classical Einstein relatio11

Namely, in the analysis of charge transport in FET o
should consider more than the interface monolayer and w
chain alignment is attempted one must align more than
the interface layer. Similar charge densities exist at the c
tact interface of space charge limited light emitting diod
~LEDs!. Since the effect of the space charge is to make
current near the contact mainly diffusive, the effect of t
generalized Einstein relation is of primary importance to
understanding of the contact phenomena and its functio
dependence on various parameters~temperature, etc.! and
will be described elsewhere. The effect on the bulk of
LED can be estimated assuming DOS variance, charge
centration, and total state concentration of;100 meV~a54!,
p'1016 cm23, and NV'1020– 1021 cm23, respectively.
Under these conditions the Einstein relation is about twice
classical value ofkT/q, and the diffusion coefficient will be
larger by the same ratio.

To test whether this mechanism can help to explain
too broad rise of the measured LED turn-on presented
Pinner, Friend, and Tessler~Fig. 15 in Ref. 7! we reproduced
the simulations and accounted for the effect of the DOS
ing Gaussian like. Figure 4~a! shows the turn-on dynamics o
a 60-nm-long LED where the assumed mobility values
131024 and 131025 cm2 V21 s21 for holes and electrons
respectively. The net applied voltage (VAppl2Vbi) is assumed
to be 4 V. All other parameters are as in Ref. 7. The bott
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FIG. 3. The inverse of Einstein relation~i.e.,m/D! vs the normalized charge
concentration (p/NV) for different DOS variances~a!. The solid lines were
calculated for a Gaussian DOS. The dotted lines were calculated for
Gaussian DOS with cutoff at219 kT ~;0.5 eV at RT! and the dashed lines
for a cutoff at240 kT ~;1 eV at RT!. The cutoff effect is shown only for
DOS width ofa57,10.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~a! Simulated light emission as a response to
step voltage pulse of 4 V applied att50. The bottom
curve was simulated for a material where the classi
Einstein relation holds~as for s,1 kT and the top
curve for a material having a Gaussian DOS with
width of s57 kT at room temperature. Note the initia
fast rise ~hole arriving at the cathode! followed by a
longer rise~electrons penetrate the device!. ~b! The data
as in ~a! but the curve values were extracted from th
steady-state value and presented on a log scale~see Ref.
7!. This way the transition between hole and electr
dominated response is clearly visible and is marked
the vertical line.
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tus
line was calculated for a negligibly narrow DOS, where t
classical Einstein relation holds, and the upper curve w
calculated for a DOS width of 7 kT. If we extract a turn-o
time (td) from Fig. 4~a! we find td548 ns andtd542 ns for
the narrow and wide DOS cases, respectively. Using the
rival time of the front end of the distribution~light turn on!,
one may deduce hole mobility of 1.931024 and 2.2
31024 cm2 V21 s21 for the narrow and wide DOS case
respectively. If we apply the method outlined in Ref. 7
extract the time where the body of the hole distribution h
arrived at the cathode@see Fig. 4~b!# we find that for both
cases the arrival time is about 72 ns and the deduced m
ity is m5d2/VDt51.2531024 cm2 V21 s21 which is very
close to the mobility used for both simulations~the extra
25% is due to the space charge enhanced electric field7 in the
bulk that is not accounted for in such a simple expressio!.
Namely, when the Gaussian nature of the DOS is taken
account the charge-carrier front is broadened giving rise
longer rise in the curve. These differences are consistent
those found between ‘‘classical’’ simulations and experim
in Ref. 7 and hence we conclude that the modified Eins
relation agrees well with experimental findings. In oth
words, it strengthens the notion that there is no need to re
to nonequilibrium effects in order to describe~or extract pa-
rameters from! the organic devices considered here. Mo
over, this calculation demonstrates the method of mobi
extraction developed in Ref. 7 as being largely immune
fast carrier effects. The self-consistent nature of the num
cal model also reveals another feature of the DOS indu
diffusion enhancement. As the charge recombination
Langevin7,12 ~diffusion controlled! the enhanced diffusion
rate enhances the exciton generation rate and hence the
output is enhanced as well@see Fig. 4~a!#.

Finally, we chose the Gaussian shape for the DOS fu
tion as it is likely to be a good approximation for reasona
moderate charge density and has been shown to succes
describe experimental findings.13 At low charge concentra
tion the description might not be so adequate and a mod
DOS should probably be taken into account, where there
cutoff of states. Such an approach was discussed in the
text of the transition, in time, from dispersive to nondisp
sive transport.4 Part of the justification/motivation here i
related to the scale of the device. For example, in a 1-mm-
thick device a density of 1012 cm23 corresponds to a singl
state in the device and hence there would be an effec
Downloaded 23 Apr 2002 to 132.68.1.29. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cutoff at this density. To illustrate this effect we numerica
computed in Figs. 2 and 3 the Einstein relation for a Gau
ian DOS having a ‘‘cutoff’’ at either 40 or 19 kT below it
center~;1 eV or;0.5 eV at room temperature!, dashed and
dotted lines, respectively. We note that this cutoff forces
material into a nondegenerate state for chemical poten
below the cutoff energy.

To conclude, we have computed the effect of a dis
dered density of states on the diffusion-mobility ratio. T
method is general9 and relies on the shape of the DOS on
The one assumption regarding the dynamics of the syste
that it is close to quasi-equilibrium so that one can defin
chemical potential~as is in most device models!. The good
agreement with experiments strengthens the notion of qu
equilibrium even for thin, 100-nm-wide, LEDs. Moreove
the diffusion-mobility ratios found are in good agreeme
with those deduced using detailed Monte Carlo simulatio6

both as a function of the DOS width~a! and as a function of
temperature. We have also shown that this effect plays
important role for both LEDs and FETs. The results sh
that the charge density affects the transport phenomen
trap-free disordered semiconductors making the system n
linear ~with N!.
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